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Curo consultation response 

Please share any comments on the new Community Engagement Charter 

 
We certainly support the principles of the charter and it's commitment to meaningful and 

flexible engagement. We like the 'spectrum' approach. Different types of engagement 

may suit particular issues or people and it might be helpful to expand on that. And it will 

become important to consider how the terms are used: does the 'when we consult' 

paragraph that follows the spectrum diagram refer only to the 'consult' column, or to 

engagement generally?  

There are some interesting ideas about how technology could be used, but it's important 

to recognize that not everyone likes technology; we know that 20% of our residents will 

not go near it! Engaging with these residents will be important too. 

 

Do you have any examples of good practice on community engagement 
that you would like to share? 

 
Our own (recently relaunched) engagement strategy has many similarities in terms of 

it's objectives and structure, not least with a similar 'menu' approach. Given that we are 

so close, and likely to be engaging with the same people, sometimes even on the same 

issue, we suggest that we co-ordinate to learn from each other and avoid duplication. 

 

Do you have any ideas of how you or an organisation you are working 
with would like to get involved in helping the council prepare for the 
future? 

 
Housing, new and existing, is rightly identified as a key factor. As the owner of some 

9000 homes in B&NES, and developer of new homes, we would like to actively work with 

the Council on this principle. 

 
Do you have any comments on how we plan to measure our progress? 

 
B&NES is not the only local authority intent on creating a net zero carbon in the next ten 

years, but doing so is going to take a major step change in behaviour for everyone and 

will have to be driven by businesses as well as the council. It would be helpful to include 

some measures on how that will be achieved. The measures need a headline CO2 

number. 

 
Please share any other comments you might have on this principle 

 
The commitments are highly complex and difficult and will require buy in from everyone. 

What will be different about delivering a skills economy this time from the previous 

commitments to just the same thing? How will the enormous cost of retrofitting be 

delivered? It will not be sufficient to simply look to landlords to meet that massive cost 

because they simply cannot afford it in the timescales required. At the same time over 

82% of the council's budget is swallowed by children’s and adult services. We all need to 

work together, and part of that work will be influencing government and others to enable 

adequate funding; direct public subsidy is one example, but also changes to - for 

example - the way we set our rents so that they reflect energy efficiency. 

 

Do you have any ideas of how you or an organisation you are working 
with would like to get involved in helping the council deliver for local 

residents? 



 
As noted above, our commitment to the delivery of new homes will, we believe, be a 

part of the council's objective and we would anticipate that working together will be 

essential for us both to achieve those shared objectives. 

 

Please share any other comments you might have on this principle 
 
The commitments around additional housing ring somewhat hollow: the council itself 

produces virtually no new housing, whilst housing associations and housebuilders 

struggle to find land in the area and to progress through the planning system. If 

limitations on height in the City, and on the use of green belt at it's edges, are to 

continue then it is hard to see a solution.  

We would all like to see the transport infrastructure overhauled (and it will be necessary 

to meet carbon objectives) but this is fraught with emotion and obstacles. It is often the 

loudest voices who block these ideas and whilst engagement will be vital it's equally 

important that everyone's voice is heard not just those who have the time to contribute. 

 
Do you have any ideas of how you or an organisation you are working 

with would like to get involved in helping the council focus on 
prevention? 

 
These commitments all make sense but can only be achieved in partnership with the 

third sector, and organsiations like ourselves. We have a support service arm to our 

business, and a significant part of our landlord service is about successful tenancy 

sustainment. We need to spend time together to establish how we can better support 

each other. 

 

Please share any other comments you might have on this principle 
 
A lack of investment in mental health has a particularly significant impact on our 

residents at present. 

 

How would you like to be kept informed about the delivery of this 
strategy? 
 
Our suggestion would be that we identify a lead within the organisation for each of the 

three principles and ask you to liaise with them in the first instance. 

 

Do you have any comments at this stage on the council's approach to 
managing its money? 

 
We are supportive of the approach, however they will be felt keenly by residents in one 

way or the other and the need for consultation and engagement is crucial to winning 

support. It would make sense to explore opportunities with partners to see how we can 

help each other. Curo and B&NES deliver some services that are pretty similar. We lobby 

for some changes and outcomes that are pretty similar. 

 

Are there any new partnerships you would like to forge with the 
council? 

 
Broadly as set out above. We should talk about all the principles and how we can help 

and how we can both identify further efficiencies and effectiveness. 

 
 


